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Maintaining a top-grossing hidden object 
game is a costly endeavor that requires 
extensive art and game design resources to 
design each puzzle, so MyTona wanted a new 
and different way to increase engagement 
across multiple user segments.  Seekers Notes 
needed to engage current players to reduce 
churn, re-engage lapsed players with 
innovative gameplay, as well as engage new 
users in the onboarding experience.
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Challenges

- Diana Platonova, Business Development @ MyTona

We had a great experience running the Amazon Moments campaign. Results exceeded our 
expectations! This campaign perfectly incorporated into our in-game event to increase 
engagement of our players in Seekers Notes. We are looking forward to duplicating our 
success with Amazon Moments in our future events.“ “

How MyTona increased new player ARPU 2.9x with Amazon Moments How MyTona increased new player ARPU 2.9x with Amazon Moments



Seekers Notes organizes monthly in-game events where players solve new and themed 
hidden object scenes.  Using the Amazon Moments API, players who completed the in-

game event were rewarded with a real-world prize.  New players had a chance to win $5 in 
Amazon credit, while active and churned players could win $10 Amazon credit.  MyTona 

promoted this three-day in-game event through in-app notifications, paid acquisition 
channels and Facebook posts on the Seekers Notes app page.

Solution

Customers notified via 
push and Facebook post.

Customers launch the game and are 
prompted to reach level 11 to take 
part in the holiday event.

Customers see the notification on 
the far right side of the game 
main menu when eligible.
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Customers are shown a challenge to increase 
their rank in the Snowy Yard to earn prizes.

Customers complete the Snowy Yard hidden 
object scene to increase their rank.

Upon completing the task customers are 
shown the Amazon credit reward. The credit is 
redeemed via the Moments API.
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Improvements in engagement and monetization were 
positive and immediate.  Players were intrigued by the real-
world Amazon reward, increasing D1 retention by 34%, D2 
by 60%, and D7 by 11%.  MyTona saw the highest 
participation rate for the monthly in-game event, with a 7% 
increase from their previous in-game event.  Revenue 
increased across all player segments with an overall ROI of 
160%.  Daily revenue for the monthly in-game event 
increased 2x the first 30 days after the Amazon Moments 
promotion.

MyTona was pleased with the increases in engagement and 
monetization across player cohorts:

NEW PLAYERS
- ARPU increased 2.9x
- Player progression increased by 41%

LAPSED PLAYERS
- ARPU increased 2.2x

ACTIVE PLAYERS WHO WERE NEW TO THE 
          MONTHLY IN-GAME EVENTS

- ARPU increased by 63%
- % of paying users in DAU increased 27%

ACTIVE PLAYERS WHO WERE PARTICIPATING IN THE 
MONTHLY IN-GAME EVENTS

- ARPU increased by 33%
- % of paying users in DAU increased 24%

Given the ease of technical integration and flexibility in 
implementation, MyTona is now considering Amazon 
Moments and real-world rewards as a recurring feature in 
future in-game events.

Results

MyTona

MyTona is a top-grossing mobile game 
developer and publisher founded by twin 
brothers, Alexey Ushnisky and Afanasey 
Ushnisky.  Based in Russia and Singapore, the 
company has grown into a team of 380 since 
its creation in 2012.  Its Seekers Notes: Hidden 
Mystery game is the leading hidden object 
game with more than 30 million downloads.  
The game immerses players in an exhilarating 
hidden object puzzle adventure in the 
enigmatic town of Darkwood.  Players can 
complete 5,210 quests and discover over 640 
collections in its 28 beautifully drawn locations.




